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Introduction 
Amanda Ravetz
In 2012 my sister Antonia Riviere and I were 
Visiting Fellows at the National Film and Sound 
Archive of Australia. Our topic was Australian 
clothes rationing during World War 2. Using our 
skills in visual anthropology (Amanda) and textiles 
(Antonia), we wanted to investigate Australian 
austerity during the war years. How had film 
been used to support the government’s austerity 
drive? Had Australians been encouraged to ‘make 
do and mend’ like their British counterparts? And 
how could we use our own making to explore 
these and other questions?

The exhibition Mr Dedman’s Victory Suit: intimate 
stories of make do and mend presents the results 
of our research. It considers the constraints 
associated with practices of ‘making do’ and 
explores makers’ responses to the effects of 
these constraints on their inner lives.

“Renovation Helps The Nation”: 
clothes rationing in Britain and 
Australia during World War 2

An essay to accompany the exhibition
Mr Dedman’s Victory Suit: intimate stories of make do and mend
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Unfinished Mending   (detail)  2008-present
Hand-dyed linen skirt, scrap cotton, fabric from silk ties, stranded embroidery thread
Photo: Ruth Whitten
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women’s memories of dress in Oldham and 
Bolton during WW2 remedies this oversight. 
Discussing the management of working-class 
women’s dress during the war she suggests 
that the Make do and Mend campaign had little 
impact on this section of the population. Oral 
evidence from 11 women gathered by Slater 
reveals little acknowledgment of the campaign 
beyond its name. The respondents spoke instead 
of continuing their pre-wartime practices of 
mending and making do throughout the war  
and beyond.4

Slater reveals that by December 1943 Home 
Intelligence had recognized that for the majority 

of working class housewives, mending and making 
do was “nothing new”. A report carried out 
across 12 regions looking into the effectiveness of 
the Make do and Mend campaign suggested that 
in future it would be better to direct it towards 
the “well to do who have been in the habit of 
discarding clothes before they are worn out”.5

‘Make do and Mend’ was the name of a 
government campaign launched in Britain by 
the Board of Trade in June 1942. In the face of 
growing shortages the campaign encouraged 
people to conserve materials. Leaflets, books, 
films and magazines gave tips about re-using 
everyday items and clothing. The Board of Trade 
produced public information posters with titles 
like ‘How do you Mend and Make-do?’. This and 
other publicity encouraged women to visit Make 
do and Mend exhibitions and learn new skills at 
dedicated classes.

Britain, France and countries of the 
Commonwealth had declared war on Germany 
on September 3rd 1939. As merchant ships came 
under heavy attack, stocks of raw materials 
dwindled. With limited raw materials and 
labour, factories prioritised the manufacture of 
equipment and clothing for the Services. There 
was also a government drive to increase exports 
to support the war effort. As a result, fewer 
goods were produced for the domestic market.

By June 1941 the British government decided to 
ration everyday items. They explained that this 
was to ensure ‘fair shares for all’. Publicity warned 
that “trying to beat the ration is the same as 
trying to cheat the nation”. Fuel, food and clothing 
were all subject to restrictions. Clothing coupons 
were issued to all men, women and children in 
Britain. As well as paying for purchases as normal, 
customers now had to exchange coupons for 
footwear, cloth, knitting yarn and clothing.

Make do and Mend
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Several examples of garments and mending 
materials dating from the war years have been 
included in this exhibition. While little is known 
about the makers of some of these, others come 
with the makers’ names and stories. The diaries 
of Beatrice, a working class woman from Oldham, 
record her mending and making do activities 
between the years of 1937 and 1945.1 Together 
with other of Beatrice’s items, they reveal 
something of how she and women like her spent 
the hours “between work and sleep”.2

Design Historian Alison Slater argues that 
working class women’s dress has been neglected 
by historians. 3 Her study of working-class 



because even if you had the money you couldn’t 
buy the stuff. But people had been […] re-cycling 
and re-making and all of that for a long time 
and didn’t really know anything else. People like 
my mother would‘ve grown up in that kind of 
environment and just kept on doing it.”8

Gwenda Davey came from a middle class family 
in Melbourne. Having been used to newly made 
clothes, the material shortages of her wartime 
childhood made a deep impression on her. Her 
father was an industrial chemist who worked 
for Olympic Cable Co. and the family were 
comfortably off. Gwenda’s mother had the 
children’s clothes made by a dressmaker and a 
knitter. But as the war persisted and materials 
were rationed, Gwenda began to feel increasingly 
poorly dressed. In her interview she recalled the 
embarrassment she had suffered at a children’s 
party. She had worn a white dress with red 
spots. It had plackets at the side that did up with 
poppers. Because the dress was too small, the 
poppers kept coming apart.

Wartime shortages were not as severe in 
Australia as they were in Britain. And for many 
people the return to full employment improved 
living conditions compared with those pre-war. 
But as the war wore on, the domestic market 
was inevitably affected and rationing was 
eventually announced on 14 May 1942.

Shortages of cloth were due in the main to 
interrupted international shipping, increased 
Service demands and reduced labour. Clothes 
and food rationing was introduced to curb 
inflation, reduce total consumer spending, and 
limit shortages of essential goods. The aim was to 
ensure the equitable distribution of consumables. 
It was also hoped that a cut on consumer 
spending would lead to an increase in savings, 
which in turn could be invested in war loans.

As in Britain, a number of publications carried 
advice about care, mending and repurposing 
of clothing. For example, Australian Women’s 
Weekly ran regular articles about rationing, 
including a questionnaire at the inception of the 
programme, asking one hundred office workers 
how they would deal with the shortages.9

In June 1943, household drapery and furnishings 
were added to the list of coupon goods on 
account of the increasing shortage of cotton 
and ‘manchester’ goods – an Australian term for 
household linens. As local supplies improved, 
reductions in coupon ratings were made in June 
and July 1945 on woollen garments, knitted 
underwear, hosiery and woollen piece goods, the 
latter reduction being made to stimulate home 
dressmaking and relieve the shortage in making-
up labour.

There is little published research about clothes 
rationing in Australia.6 What exists gives scant 
information about the differences between 
individual’s experiences of rationing based on 
location, age, class or gender.

During the course of our residency, we carried 
out 7 interviews with people who had memories 
of wartime clothing.7 Together with existing 
sources, they suggest that making do was well 
established in Australia before WW2. Large 
sections of the Australian population were almost 
certainly in the habit of re-using, mending and 
recycling. Given the country’s pioneering history, 
making do would have begun with colonisation 
and continued well into the first half of the 
20Cth. However, not everyone would have had 
advanced needlework skills; and as in Britain, the 
necessity to re-use rather than buy new would 
have varied due to economic circumstance, 
location and life cycle.

Maureen Noble who grew up in Sydney was 
born into a family with an established tradition of 
mending and re-using:

“My mother was a very good dressmaker, 
fantastic knitter and did beautiful embroidery, so 
our clothes were always fairly nice, but usually 
made out of something else. Lots of relatives 
passed on things to us and men’s trousers in 
particular were a great trophy because the legs 
were so wide that there was a lot of material 
in them …what we used to call ‘crawlers’ or 
long pants for the toddlers to wear, and things 
like that, always came out of somebody’s old 
trousers.

One of the things that I’ve thought about, the 
people who lived through the war as adults had 
grown up through the depression … and they’d 
never really had a time of plenty in between, so 
the rationing put different constraints on things 

Clothes rationing  
in Australia
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The Engineer’s Shirts   2011
Fabric and notions from shirts/painting overalls, 
waste yarn
Photo: Ruth Whitten



Our searches of the National Film and Sound 
Archives revealed only a small number of films 
dedicated to the subject of clothes rationing. 
Amongst them Fair Go For All, produced by the 
Film Unit at the Department of Information, 
explains the coupon system to the public.

This and a handful of other films give useful 
insights into how constraints imposed on the 
Australian public were explained once rationing 
had been announced. While the Film Unit made 
some public information films, the majority were 
produced by the corporations Cinesound and 
Movietone.

In the newsreel that gives this exhibition its 
title, Mr Dedman Arrives Wearing Victory Suit, 

John Dedman, Minister of War Organisation 
of Industry, is seen in his office surrounded 
by journalists soon after rationing has been 
announced. He talks about increases in national 
textile production but explains that “all of 
this extra material, together with much of the 
original production is urgently required for the 
fighting Services.” He then stands up to show off 
the newly designed Victory Suit he is wearing, 
explaining how it meets wartime regulations by 
foregoing trouser turn-ups, sleeve buttons, cuffs 
and waistcoat.

Historian Andrew Spaull sees this as a turning 
point in Dedman’s political career. “The medium 
of newsreel was to prove his downfall…He was 
no rugged, elegant male-model; perhaps none 

Films about clothes 
rationing at the 
National Film and 
Sound Archives  
of Australia

Coded Love    2012
Scrap yarn, tapestry wool from unfinished project; 
sourced from Fyshwick Salvos Store. Film reel and 
canister from the NFSA.
Photo: Charlotte Harber

were available because of manpowering, and the 
suit seemed to fall off his sparsely framed body. 
His short-lived modeling career was judged to be 
a failure.”10

The UK film industry had a strong drive towards 
educating the public in how to ‘Make do and 
Mend’, reflected in the large number of films 
produced by companies like British Pathé. Pathé 
films such as All’s Well (1941) – making air raid 
booties from scrap rubber, and Free and Easy 
(1941) – making a bathing costume from face 
flannels, give inspiration and instruction about the 
repurposing of clothes, hats and household items.

The films to come out of Australia are subtly 
different from these. They focus on practical 

information about coupons and the patriotism 
of making material savings, but they do not 
demonstrate dressmaking skills or innovative 
use of materials. Not until the beginning of 1942, 
two years after London first experienced the 
Blitz, did the threat of war hit Australia’s Home 
Front directly. This, together with Australia’s 
population - approximately 7 million during 
WW2 as opposed to Britain’s 47 million – 
explains the small number of Australian films 
about rationing and their different emphasis.



This text has articulated some of the questions, 
motivations and findings surrounding our 
Australian research. Our time at the National 
Film and Sound Archive of Australia suggested 
that make do and mend was an established 
part of pre-war life in Australia that continued 
beyond the war. Our literature review pointed 
to the lack of sustained debates about Australian 
experiences of ‘making do’ during the depression 
and clothes rationing during WW2. Further 
research might question the longevity of these 
practices, their relationship to pioneering 
histories and salient differences in experience 
across categories of age, gender, class and 
location.

The film and textiles shown in this exhibition 
might traditionally be viewed as having less 
authority than textual findings. We beg to differ. 
Psychoanalyst Donald Winnicott spoke of the 
point where inner and external worlds meet as 
‘potential space’. Annette Kuhn explains that “In 
potential space an individual can engage with 
the (external) inherited tradition whilst bringing 
something of their own inner world to it, both 

drawing upon and feeding into a personal style 
or idiom.”13 The meeting of inner and outer 
worlds and the ensuing transformation of culture 
is crucial. For all of us this is the zone where 
“something of personal significance has a more 
general resonance” 14 As a field artistic research 
is concerned with producing and reflecting upon 
cultural meaning. For this reason it is especially 
well placed to investigate this space of potential  
– and to show how and why it matters.

If a text articulates knowledge, art and artistic 
research is likely to perform it. Tuning in to  
these performances requires a stance that is 
open to the sensory and affective aspects of 
text(ured) objects.

Amanda Ravetz, March 2013

Artistic research depends first and foremost 
upon experiential knowledge. John Shotter’s 
exploration of ‘with-ness’ thinking helps explain 
the value and ethos of this approach. According 
to Shotter with-ness thinking involves being 
in the world, “feeling over its contours, in a 
comprehensive, responsive exploration of its 
living, expressive, surfaces.”11 Such thinking takes 
time to develop and often leaves us and the 
things and people we encounter during such 
research subtly changed. It is an expressive-
responsive approach, requiring that we enter into 
an active interplay with the world, moving up 
close, looking this way and that way, as a means 
of learning how to meet the environment.12

How artistic research unfolds varies from 
researcher to researcher. In the project Mr 
Dedman’s Victory Suit it involved bringing together 
traditional forms of academic research with 
experiential forms of knowledge. We were 
intrigued by the emotions of Make do and Mend 
during wartime. A one minute newsreel The 
Domestic Front: Remaking Old Clothes Helps War 
Effort (Australia, 1943), shows female students 
from Emily McPherson College of Domestic 
Science altering adult clothes to make new 
dresses, coats and jackets for themselves and 
younger children. We wondered how it would 
feel to cut up an absent relative’s coat or suit, 
not knowing if and when we would see them 
again? Our response was to create the conditions 
through which we could explore this question 
using our filmmaking and textile practices.

We wanted to find out, through making, how 
and where inner and outer realities meet, 
especially when there are material, social and 
psychological constraints. Antonia limited herself 
to working with some discarded materials and 
unfinished projects unearthed at a Canberra 
charity shop. I videoed her working, all the time 
thinking about how I would piece together what 
I was filming, with the archival footage. Using a 
mixture of sources I wanted to reveal Antonia’s 
improvisatory skills. Her ability to meld her own 
inner preoccupations, with the already-given 
qualities of materials and forms fixed by the 
unfinished projects’ previous makers.

Two films from the archive were especially 
inspirational. The British-made film In Which 
We Live: Being the Life Story of a Suit Told by Itself 
(dir. Richard Massingham, 1943) is a quirky tale 
of the life, death and reincarnation of a suit. 
More than any of the other films we viewed, It 
focuses on the tactile, sensory and emotional 
aspects of needlework. Sailors by the Shipload 
shows the ship the Autolycus leaving Australia for 
Portsmouth. While the commentary is upbeat, 
the pictures show sailors, lovers, mothers and 
children saying tearful goodbyes. The delicate bon 
voyage streamers suspended between the sailors 
and their families on shore are as fragile as the 
connections they evoke.

With-ness thinking
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As a visual anthropologist, my research spans 
art and anthropology. Both fields are concerned 
with what it is to be human. Working between 
the two practices I attempt to employ what 
John Shotter, after Goethe, calls “a delicate 
empiricism”.

The film All That Was Old Is New Again  
combines archival footage from the collections  
of the National Film and Sound Archive of 
Australia, with digital materials gathered during 
the research period.

For two months I watched a number of films 
about WW2 and about clothes rationing. I read 
books and talked to people in Canberra and 
Melbourne about wartime austerity. I visited the 
Australian War Memorial and filmed my sister 
handling clothing made by prisoners of war.

During our time in Australia, Antonia reworked 
a pullover bought at a Canberra charity shop. 
As I filmed her knitting, we talked about her 
experiences, her emotions and the archival films 
we had been watching.

The result is a film about the play of inner and 
outer worlds. How does a maker add something 
of themselves to existing materials and traditions? 
How are our lives shaped by loss and death? And 
to what extent can emotional tears be repaired 
through small committed acts of making?

Amanda Ravetz

The starting point for the body of work shown in 
this exhibition was a skirt in need of mending, a 
mass of old family clothing and some threadbare 
household linen. After everything useful had 
been given away, what remained was a collection 
of worn-out fabric, much of it torn, faded and 
stained. It was these traces of long use, redolent 
of past times and outgrown childhoods, which 
seemed especially poignant.

Reusing fabric that had been worn by loved 
ones inevitably meant that the making process 
was emotionally charged. The touch, colour and 
smell of the old cloth evoked long-forgotten 
memories. From shirts, which after their owner’s 
death did service as children’s painting overalls, 
to socks that could no longer be worn because of 

disability, the materials all had strong associations 
and meaning, The lengthy task of repurposing 
and the steady rhythms of stitching, spinning and 
crocheting gave space for reflection, and at times 
the work became unexpectedly therapeutic.

The three pieces of work made during the 
residency used materials from local charity shops 
– an unfinished pullover, a discarded tapestry 
project, fabric dress pieces and some scrap yarn. 
The intention was to gain a real sense of working 

All That Was Old  
Is New Again

Solace of Stitch    (detail)   2013
Pre-cut fabric pieces from unfinished dress making 
project; sourced from Fyshwick Salvos Store. 
Thread from winter tights, socks and cardigan. 
Various found threads.
Photo: Charlotte Harber

Still from All That Was Old Is New Again (Improvised 
Prisoner of War jumper, Australian War Memorial)
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Holding Faith  
with the Future
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with material limitations. It also meant finding 
ways to use the objects without completely 
obscuring their original makers.

In many of the archive films a sense of loss 
hovers just behind the upbeat commentary. 
The textile pieces respond to this sense of loss. 
They explore the making process as a place of 
sanctuary and a means of communication. Loving 
messages are knitted in Morse code and stitched 
in flowers. The slow rhythms of knitting and hand 
stitching provide space to think and dream. The 
painstaking tasks of splitting wool, unravelling 
socks, and remaking old clothes keep loved ones 
in mind and hold faith with the future.

Antonia Riviere

Streamers Pullover  (detail)  2012
Unfinished pullover pieces, scrap yarn, tapestry 
wool from unfinished project; sourced from 
Fyshwick Salvos Store.
Photo: Charlotte Harber
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Endnotes

Make do and Mend in Britain: 
wartime dress and other objects

Skirt (1944-1945). Made of patchwork squares 
with hem in blackout material. Unknown maker.
On loan from the Norfolk Museums and 
Archaeology Service (NWHCM:1968.876).

Hand bag (1930-1949). Rectangular bag covered 
with small felt flowers. Used by Mrs Dora Paton.
On loan from the Norfolk Museums and 
Archaeology Service (NWHCM:1990.251.2).

Apron (1939-1945). Made of patchwork hexagons 
with flowered waist band. Unknown maker.
On loan from the Norfolk Museums and 
Archaeology Service (NWHCM:2006.273.1).

Utility stockings (1941-1951). Lisle (cotton).  
One pair by Morley, with CC41 utility mark 
stamped on stocking top in white. Second pair 
(unknown maker), CC41 utility mark stamped on 
sole of foot, in black.   
On loan from the Gallery of Costume, Platt Hall 
(Manchester City Galleries).

Sewing tray (1940-45). Made by Dorothy 
Rewcastle from printed cotton scraps of an  
old blouse.
From the collection of Dr Melanie Miller.

Blouse (1940-45). Altered by Dorothy Rewcastle. 
Printed cotton with rayon sleeves and interfacing, 
with plastic buttons. Dorothy still wore this blouse 
into the 1970s.
From the collection of Dr Alison Slater.

Identity card belonging to Dorothy Rewcastle  
(26th May 1943).
From the collection of Dr Alison Slater.

Dorothy Rewcastle (nee Highton) (1895 - 1988), 
was the maternal grandmother of Dr Melanie Miller, 
MA Textiles route leader at MMU. Dorothy was an 
avid needlewoman all her life, she won a national 
competition for her needlework skills when she was 
14 years old and continued sewing and knitting into 
her 90s. She taught Melanie dressmaking skills, and 
Melanie can remember the importance she put on 
not wasting any fabric. This would be a legacy from 
the war years when materials were scarce.

Skirt (c1948). Post-war skirt influenced by make 
do and mend, made of black-out cloth with ‘ikat’ 
patches and raffia stitching. Unknown maker.

Darning basket belonging to Beatrice (1935-1945). 
From the collection of Dr Alison Slater.

Newspaper clipping kept by Beatrice. From the 
Daily Sketch, 1941. 
From the collection of Dr Alison Slater.
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Diaries by Beatrice (1937, 1939, 1940, 1941,  
1942, 1945). 
From the collection of Dr Alison Slater.

Knitting bag belonging to Beatrice (1935-1945). 
From the collection of Dr Alison Slater.

Ration books belonging to Beatrice (1945-6 and 
1947-8). 
From the collection of Dr Alison Slater.

Make Do and Mend thread, needle case and 
packet of hooks and eyes belonging to Beatrice 
(1941-1945). 
From the collection of Dr Alison Slater.

Beatrice was a working class women from Oldham, 
Lancashire. Beatrice lived with her mother, two sisters 
and brother. She was 19 when war was declared. 
These diaries cover the years 1937, 1939-42 and 
1945. There are 1217 consecutive entries between 
September 1939 and December 1942. 527 relate to 
sewing, knitting or clothing.  As well as domestic duties 
and care of clothing, Beatrice recorded visits to the 
cinema and time spent with family members.

Design Historian Alison Slater, whose collection these 
items come from, argues that the Make Do and 
Mend campaign had little impact on women like 
Beatrice. Oral evidence gathered by Dr Slater from 11 
working class women showed little acknowledgment 
of the campaign beyond its name. They spoke instead 
of continuing their pre-wartime practices of mending 
and making do throughout the war and beyond.

Wartime publications and 
contemporary women’s journals.

No. 6699: Service Woollies for Air, Land and Sea 
(1940-1945). Knitting pattern. Alloa and Halifax, 
Paton & Baldwins Ltd.

Knitting for the RAF (1942). Knitting pattern. Air 
Ministry; Royal Airforce Comforts Committee. 
Illustrated by Laurie Taylor. London, Raphael Tuck 
and Sons Ltd. (MMU Special Collections).

“Decorative Button Holes”. Stitchcraft, November 
1934. London, Condé Nast Publications. p.3.

“Remaking and Making Do”. Knitting for All – 
Illustrated (1940-45). Margaret Murray and Jane 
Koster. London, Odhams Press Ltd. pp.254-255.

“New Garments from Old”. Complete Home 
Knitting Illustrated (1940-1945). Margaret Murray 
and Jane Koster. London, Odhams Press Ltd. p.229.

Clever with clothes (1946). Ruby Evans. London, 
Lutterworth Press. pp.22-23.(MMU Home Studies 
Collection).

Make do and mend (1943). London, HMSO, Board 
of Trade. (MMU Home Studies Collection).

Make do and mend leaflet No.3: Your household linen 
has got to last! (1943). London, HMSO, Board of 
Trade. (MMU Home Studies Collection).

Make do and mend leaflet No.4: What mothers can 
do to save buying new (1943). London, HMSO, 
Board of Trade. (MMU Home Studies Collection).

Exhibition flyer and demonstration programme for 
Make-do and mend: An exhibition organized by the 
Manchester Domestic Front Committee in conjunction 
with the Board Of Trade (1944). (MMU Home 
Studies Collection).

Clothing books (clothes rationing books)(1942-
1945). Issued by the Board of Trade. (MMU Home 
Studies Collection).

Mother and Home. London, Weldons Ltd.
This and That by ‘Our Practical Housewife’. No.719, 
Feb, 1941. p.30.
Cover illustration, probably by Horace Gaffron.  
Feb. 1942.
New Frocks for Old by Rosamund Martin. Mar.  
1942, p.14.
It’s a Family Question (Anon). Sept. 1941, p.26.
Stains and how to remove them by Helen Burke.  
July 1941, pp.48-49.
(MMU Library Collection)

Stitchcraft. London, Condé Nast Publications.
Fascinating Accessories. Jan. 1942, pp.10-11.
Cover illustration. Jan. 1942.
A Present for You! (Coolie cap and belt pattern).  
Dec. 1941, p.41.
Have you an old Mackintosh? April 1941, p.10.
(MMU Library Collection)

Everywoman: The Practical Home Magazine (inc. 
Woman’s Fair 1942-3), London, Odhams Press.
Cover illustration. Sept. 1940.
Cover illustration. Sept. 1946.
For sleeping and waking (pattern for nightdress and 
bed jacket). March 1943, p.34.
Mend and make do by Rachel Dent. Feb. 1943, p.31.
Mending Basket by the “Everywoman Home 
Service Centre”. May 1941, p.14-15.
Eve Burnett’s Bargains. Sept. 1945, p.17.
Mending Linen. Dec. 1942, p.37.
Excursion from Paris. Dec. 1944, pp.42-43. Illustrated 
by “MD”.
The Forgotten Women. Feb. 1946, p.9.
(MMU Library Collection)

Mother: the Home Magazine. London, Odhams Press.
Cover illustration. Nov. 1944. Illustrated by F 
Hockall.
He wears the trousers now. May 1942, pp.56-57.
Second Strings. Vol.5, no.54. Mar. 1941, p. 54.
(MMU Library Collection)

Home Notes. London.
Cover illustration. June 1943.
Darning quiz by Mrs Sew-and-Sew. Feb. 1945, p.130. 
Public information advertisement issued by the 
Board of Trade.
War Work Bureau: Thimble Squads. By Agnes  
M. Miall. May 1943, p.262.
(MMU Library Collection)

Good Housekeeping. London, National Magazine Co.
Start the New Year well in these Knitted woollies.  
Jan. 1940, vol. xxxvi, no.5, pp.58-59.
Cover illustration. Aug. 1940, vol. xxxvii, no.6. 
Illustrated by Horace Gaffron.
A message to all Good Housekeepers. Aug. 1941,  
vol. xxxix, no.6, p.25.
Nine Guineas in cash prizes (national alteration 
competition for needlewomen). Sept. 1940, vol. 
xxxviii, no.1, p.44.
(MMU Library Collection)

Modern Woman (and Modern Home). London, 
George Newnes Ltd.
Cover illustration, Sept. 1940.
Coupon budget – Off the ration. By Mariel Deans. 
Sept. 1941, p.26-27.
(MMU Library Collection)

Public information posters
National Service Women Wanted to Help the 
Children from Evacuated Areas (1939-1945). 
Designed by Jack Matthew (b.1911) for National 
Service/Women’s Voluntary Services/HMSO. 
Printed by Charles and Read Ltd. Facsimile poster 
©IWM(ART.IWM PST 8237).



Our Jungle Fighters Want Socks-Please Knit Now 
(1945). Designed by Abram Games (1914-1996) 
for HMSO. Printed by J Weiner Ltd., London. 
Facsimile poster ©IWM(IWM PST 2978).

Go through your wardrobe (1939-1945). Designed 
by Donia Nachshen (b.1903) for HMSO/Board of 
Trade, printed by W R Royle and Son Ltd, London. 
Facsimile poster ©IWM(IWM PST 4773).

Make-Do and Mend Says Mrs Sew-and-Sew  
(1939-1945). Unknown designer for HMSO/Board 
of Trade. Printed by Johnson, Riddle and Co Ltd, 
London. Facsimile poster ©The National Archives 
REF INF3/225.

Make do and Mend (1939-1946). Unknown 
designer for HMSO/Board of Trade. Printed by 
W R Royle and Son Ltd, London. Facsimile poster 
©The National Archives REF INF3/226.

Reinforce Children’s Clothes (1939-1945). Unknown 
deisgner for HMSO/Board of Trade. Printed by 
H Manly and Son Ltd, London. Facsimile poster 
©IWM(IWM PST 8294).

Our Australian Research

Films from the National Film and Sound Archive 
of Australia
Film (and still images) from Sailors by the Shipload 
(Australia, 1939).
Courtesy of the National Film and Sound Archive, 
Australia and T3 Media.

Film (and still images) from The Domestic Front: 
Remaking Old Clothes Helps War Effort  
(Australia, 1943).
Courtesy of the National Film and Sound Archive 
of Australia and T3 Media.

Film (and still image) from Mr Dedman Arrives 
Wearing First Victory Suit Made In Australia  
(Australia, 1941).
Courtesy of The National Film and Sound Archive 
of Australia.

Film (and still images) from In Which We Live: 
Being the Life Story of a Suit Told by Itself (Richard 
Massingham, UK, 1943).
Courtesy of The National Film and Sound Archive 
of Australia.

Film (and still image) from From Laces to Lathes 
(Australia 1943).
Courtesy of the National Film and Sound Archive 
of Australia and T3 Media.

Items collected as part of our Australian 
Research.
Dress Pattern (coat and hat made from man’s 
suit), (c1945). USA, Advance.

Make-over guide (1945). USA, Singer Sewing 
Machine Company.

Dress Pattern (Girl’s Princess slip), (1940-1945). 
(Australia), Pauline Reliable Paper Patterns Pty.

Dress Pattern (Girl’s Pinafore), (1940-1945). 
(Australia), Pauline Reliable Paper Patterns Pty.

Dress Pattern (Skirt), (1940-1945). Australian 
Home Journal Co. Pty.

Dress Pattern Catalogue: Winter Fashions 1945. 
Australian Home Journal.

Sunhat Worn and altered by Amanda Ravetz in 
2012.
Cotton hat with altered brim using stiffener made 
from recycled plastic folder.

Brooch with paper label (2012). Made by Antonia 
Riviere.

Leaflet (2012) National Film and Sound Archive of 
Australia leaflet.

Publicity photograph. The National Film and Sound 
Archive of Australia Residence, 2012.

Photo album. Compiled by Amanda Ravetz, 2012.

Digital camera used by Amanda Ravetz, 2012.

Children’s underpants (1940-1949). Purchased in 
2012 from C. C Jeffery General Store, Australia.

Maid’s hose (1940-1949). Purchased in 2012 from 
C. C Jeffery General Store, Australia.

Roundabout at Bungalow, An intimate Chronicle. 
(2001) By Shirley Walker. Victoria, Penguin Books 
Australia Ltd.

Australian Women at War (1984). Patsy Adam-Smith. 
Victoria, Penguin Books Australia Ltd.

Forever Yours, Stories of Wartime Love and Friendship 
(2011). Robyn Siers and Heather Tregoning-
Lawrence. Canberra, Dept. of Veterans’ Affairs.

“The Emily Mac”: The Story of the Emily McPherson 
College 1906-1979, J. Docherty. 1981. Melbourne, 
Australia, Ormond Book and Educational Supplies, 
Pty.

Field note diary. (2012) Amanda Ravetz.

Sketchbook. (2012) Antonia Riviere.

New clothes from old (1943). Australia, The 
Commonwealth Rationing Commission. Facsimile.

Project research blog by Amanda Ravetz (2012). 
www.amandaravetz.co.uk

Antonia’s Work

Antonia’s work: samples for work made between 
2008-2013.
3½ Ankle Socks with Striped Cuffs scarf (2011).
Double knitting yarn split, used as singles and 2-ply.

Unfinished Mending skirt (2008).
Fabric and thread waste from communal studio.

Streamers Pullover and Coded Love (2012).
Morse code knitted in scrap yarn from Australian 
‘Op-shop’.

Solace of Stitch dress (2013).
Pocket from unmade Australian ‘Op-shop’ dress, 
unravelled thread from socks, cardigan and winter 
tights.

Modified bag and scarf (n.d.).
Scrap yarn, unfinished knitting project, reused 
blanket.

Crochet bags (n.d.).
Scrap yarn, reused cotton and silk print samples.

Antonia’s work: cut, twisted and plied.
Looking on the Bright Side (2011).
Bag made from dress making off-cuts, waste yarn.

The Engineer’s Shirts (2011).
Bag made from fabric and notions from shirts/
painting overalls, waste yarn.

Well Loved (2011).
Bag made from fabric from family clothing and 
household linen, waste yarn.



Faded (2010).
Bag made from fabric from shorts, fabric and 
notions from shirt, waste yarn.

Materials and work in progress.
Fabric from family clothing and household linen, 
leftovers from deconstruction, waste yarn.

Antonia’s work: cut, stitched and threaded.
Annie’s Nightdress (2010).
Necklace made from fabric from nightdress, fabric 
scraps, beads.

Collar, Cuffs and Tie (2011).
Necklace made from fabric from tie, fabric and 
notions from deconstructed shirt, beads.

Boy Stuff 1 (2012).
Necklace made from fabric from tee shirt, fabric 
and rivets from jeans.

Boy Stuff 2 (2013).
Necklace made from fabric from tee shirts.

If  You Were Still Young (2011).
Hat made from fabric from socks, beads.

Antonia’s Work: mended and modified
Unfinished Mending (2008-present).
Skirt. Hand-dyed linen, scrap cotton, fabric from silk 
ties, stranded embroidery thread.

Modified Bag (2008).
Bag. Denim, tea towel, felt, unfinished scarf, various 
yarns.

Modified Scarf (2011).
Scarf. Hand-dyed woven wool, scrap yarn.

Antonia’s Work: unravelled
3½ Ankle Socks with Striped Cuffs (2011).
Scarf. Thread from socks.

Artists’ socks (2012).
Shawl. Thread from socks.

Before Fall (2011).
Hat. Garden string, fabric and thread from socks.

Materials: worn socks, thread and ‘elastic’ fibres 
from unravelled socks.

Antonia’s Residency Work
Coded Love (2012).
Knitted streamer. Scrap yarn, tapestry wool from 
unfinished project; sourced from Fyshwick Salvos 
Store. Film reel and canister from the NFSA.
Inspired by the ‘bon voyage’ streamers of ship 
farewells, the knitted ‘streamer’ with its Morse code 
message includes the titles of films from the NFSA 
collection, interspersed with messages of love.

Streamers Pullover (2012).
Unfinished pullover pieces, scrap yarn, tapestry 
wool from unfinished project; sourced from 
Fyshwick Salvos Store.
This Pullover, with messages in knitted Morse code 
and stitched flowers, was created in response to 
“Sailors by the Shipload”, a 1939 newsreel item in the 
NFSA collection.

‘Bon Voyage’ postcard (1939-1945).
Sourced from Australian online auction site.

Solace of Stitch (2013)
Dress. Made of pre-cut fabric pieces from 
unfinished dress making project; sourced from 
Fyshwick Salvos Store. Thread from winter tights, 
socks and cardigan. Various found threads.
The dress was started during the NFSA Residency and 
completed in the UK.
The fabric is used wrong side out to reflect the 
wartime practice of unpicking and remaking clothes 
with worn or stained areas on the inside. It responds 
to Fashions for Victory, a public information film in 
the NFSA collection. This 1941 film shows the newly 
released Victory Line austerity collection. Design 
constraints included a limit of 6 square inches of 
embroidery per garment.

Photographs of Antonia’s Residency.
Dress patterns in Salvos Store, Fyshwick, Australia.
Photo by Amanda Ravetz (2012).
Dress and buttons from Salvos Store, Fyshwick, 
Australia.Photo by Antonia Riviere (2013).
Antonia stitching. Photo by Charlotte Harber 
(2013).

All That Was Old Is New Again.
A film by Amanda Ravetz (2013).
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